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ABSTRACT 

We have injected short bursts of aluminum into the Adiabatic 

Toroidal Compressor (ATC) Tokamak, and measured the time 

evolution of the radial distributions of highly ionized states 

of aluminum. The results are compared with a computer code . 
describing neoclassical impurity diffusion and good agreement 

is found. 
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The transport of high .- Z ions in tokamak plasmas is of 

crucial importance because impurity profiles greatly affect 

1 3 radiation losses , reactivity2 and stability , as well as the 
4 efficiency of the various heating schemes . Cdnsiderable ef- 

forts have been made.to measure intrinsic impurity content 516 

718 and profiles . IIowever, it is difficult to determine transport 

coefficients from . . these experiments because of the 1,ack of 

knowledge of the impurity source function. Recent attempts to 

circumvent this problem by using pulsed gas methods ' have 
suf fe red  from other prnhlems. Thcse have been prevjously dis- 

- 10 cussed. . BY employing a new impurity injectiun teChnique 10 

in conjunction :w'ith vacuum ultra-violet ( W V )  spectro8copy, 

we have been able to measure the radial transport o,f aluminum 

ions in a dirty.:: ( Z  =. 4.6) , quiescent (no large kink-like . eff 

nlodes), tokamak.plasma. The measurements have been compared 
9 

with a computer code describing ~firsch-Schlijter impurity dif- 

fusion and good,,:agreement is found. We consider this to be 

further evidence of t h e  neoclsasi~a~ Lel~avior ot ions in tokamaks. 

The details of the impurity injection technique have been 

described elsewherelo. High power ' laser irradiation of an 

aluminized glass $1-ide produces a 300' psec burst containing 

- 5  x 1016 ne,.ltrdl aluminum atoms with - 3  eV mean energy. These 

atoms are directed into the Adiabatic Toroidal. Compressor (ATC) 

Tokamak, in which the total number of electrons is approximately 

lo1'. The injected aluminum atoms penetrate about 2-.crn into 

the plasma before being ionized to ~l 11. The ionid:ktion Drocess 

. . . . 



continues as the ions rapidly circulate along the field lines 

and, less rapidly, move across them. The time evolution of the 

line integral of the emissivity for different aluminum ioni- 

zation states. is measured using 'ah absolutely calibrated,. grazing 

incidence .VUV monochrometer (MacPherson model 247) The mono- 

chrometer may be scanned across different chords of ATC. 

Observations are made of the strong An = 0 transitions to the 

ground sta.te. The observed transitions are listed in Table I. 

During these experiments magnetic probes showed that no 

large MHD kink-like modes were present and that the up-down 

and in-out stability was k1.0 cm. Using a 4mm microwave inter- 

ferometer the a)verage electron density, <ne>, was measured. 

Within 4 ms after aluminuminjection <ne> increased 5% above the 

no-injection case. The 5% increase is consistent with the 

amount of aluminum injected. This change in <ne> decayed with 

a 7 ms time constant. However, Thomson scattering measure- 

ments of the electron.temperature and density profiles showed 

ATe A ne no discernible changes, i.e., -. ' n - 1. 0.1, hence it was Te e 
not possible to determine if either the increase or decay of 

<ne> was due to a change'in the total number of electrons or 

to a change in the ne profile. The peak electron density and 

13cm-3 temperature were 2.5 .x 10 and 1400 eV respectively; the 

electron density radial profile is approximately parabolic.' 

The safety factor, q(r), computed from the Thomson scattering 

11 data , was 0.6, 1.0 and 3.0 at r = 0, .7 and 17 cm 



respectively. 'eff' also computed from the Thomson 

scattering data, was, 4.6. Most of this is accounted 

for by the meagured oxygen concentration in the plasma. 

However, measurements. of the radial distribution of t,he 

total oxygen density is not possible by UV techniques 

because most of it is fully stripped. The peak proton 

temperature was approximately 180 eV. Profiles of proton 

temperature and density have n o t  been measured in- ATC; 

13 however, measurements on STI? and O W K  , as well as compnter 

~ i m u i a t i o ~ s ~ ~  for ATC, show nearly parabolic proton tempera- 

ture and density profiles. - 
- 

After injection, observations of different A1 ionization' 

states were made along chords of the minor cross section. These 

were Abel inverted and the impurity density was unfolded from the 

photon signals in the usual manner. The ~alicnt feature of 

the'results is that each ionization state appears in a parti- 

cular cylindrical shell of the plasma. The density of a parti- 

cular ionization state increases in time, then decreases, but does 

not discernably move from its. shell. The normalized radial 

distributions of three adjacent ionization states, A1 IX, X, 

and }I:, de.e shown in Fig. 1. The error bar for the'radial co- 
. . 

ordillcite is priiharlly due to uncertainty in the absolute up-down 

position of the.plasma; the error bar for the density coordinate 

is due to the statistics of the measurement. The time evolution 

for the normaliz!.:d line integral (across the minor diameter) of 



photon signals from 5.,conse,cutive ionization states is shown . 
. '[ , 

in Fig. 2a. The t = ;q$p'oknt .represents the time at which the 
. _ - . I  

-.-. - . a  

aluminum neutrals.eiitkr&d the plasma. The time constant of 
i' 

the detection system was'~200 psec. Each trace represents the 
1! 

2 

average of 5 pulses. .The$?' three measurements -- the radial 
profiles, the time evolutions and the peak absolute bright- 

nesses -- form a complete description of aluminum transport in 

the region 8 to 14 cm. (A study of transport inside r = 8 cm 

using soft x ray techniques toobserve A1 XI1 is underway.) 
. . .  

To compare these results with theory we have developed a 

one-dimensional computer code that describes impurity dif- 

fusion in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime. This code numerically 

integrates the following set of coupled equations 

.. , " ,. .. . - ' 

with the flux of the jth ionization state given by 15 - 

I J."? 
. .- . . ' ' .  

where 

th n = density of the j- ctatc of ionization u1 aluminum: 
j 

eg., j = 5 for A 1  VI, .. . 

b = background ions (,oxygen .and hydrogen) 
,;,..- ' 

a- 
_. _.- 

Pb 
= Larmor r.adiO'siSfor the background ion species = 

Zb = charge state of background ions, 



. . 
Tb = temperature of background ions6 

v = collision frequenc.~ of background ions with aluminum = 
b j 

m = reduced mass ab 

n = density of the background ions, b 
th 

S. = source terms for the j- ionization state. These include 
3 .  

electron impact ionization16, dielectronic17 and radi- 

18 ative recombination, and 

-1 5 a = a constant of ord,e?r unity . 1 

W e  have cdlculilted that' digfuaion aaucod by collisiclns 

between different A1 ionization states, as well as temperature 

gradient contrfbutions are neg1,igible. In the code we specify 

that there is no recycling of A1 lost at the edge. The dif- 

ferent. ion species are assumed to have. temperatures equal to 

the local proton temperature. The electron and proton density 
. . 

profiles are assumed to be stationary in time and to':have 

equal 10~arithihi.c spatial derivatives given by the measured 

electron prof il&. The absolute concentrations of oxygen 

is set so that Z eff = 4.6 on axis. The oxygen ionization 

states are determined from coronal eyuilil~ i u m  i n  Lhe 

region r = 0 to.14 cm. Outside this volume the oxygeri is 

assumed t'o be five times 'ionized. The initial distribution 

of A1 I1 wascalculated from the measured energy distribution 

of the injected :neutrals1° and the measured electron tempera- 

. . 
ture and density' profiles 0f ATC. 



account in the computer code source function. However, the 

spreading in time of the particles along the field lines to the 

azimuthal position of the monochrometer was not included since 

the interval is smaller than the experimental uncertainties. 

The results of the code are in good agreement with the 

experiment. The code does predict the "stationary shell" effect. 

The insert in fig. 1 shows the code predictions for the radial 

location ( R L ) .  and the width (FWHM) of A1 IX, X I  and XI. 

Figures 2b and 3b show the predicted time evolution and absolute 
> 

brightness for the observed line of each state. In all, only 

the brightness of A1 XI does not give good agreement. 
. . 

The uncertainties in comparing the code with the experiment 
., , - . : '  

must be stressed. First, the inward diffusional flux of altunfnum 
> . .  

caused by the oxygen gradient is about 2-3 times that caused by 

the proton gradient, and the oxygen profile is the least accurately 

known quantity. However, if the oxygen gradient is any steeper 

than we have assumed, the diffusion must be slower than neo- 
9. , 

. classical, and if the oxygen gradient is less steep than askumed, 

then the diffusion can be at most 3.times greater than neo- 

classical. The predictions of the code are insensitive to errors 

in either the recombination rate coefficients up to a fqctor of 

30 for the states ~l V to A1 XI, or the ionization rate coef- 

ficients up .to a factor of 1.5. We have also investigated the 

effects on the code of varying the proton and electron temperatures. 

Taking into account all the stated uncertainties we infer that 

the diffusion coefficient is within a factor of 3 of the theoretical 

(see eq. 1). 



Groups at ORMAK~', ~ - 4 ~ '  and ATc14 have investigated 
l 

ion thermal conductivity and found it to be neoc&assical. 

Groups at T-37 and A T C ~  hav; inve~tigated impurity transport 

and conclude that it is inward. The present work also reports 
- .. . . 

inward diffusion with a transport coefficient close to neo- 

classical. Howevey, x. ray experiments ori ST' have shown no 

peaking of the'impurity profile on axis. We stress that our 

transport studies were performed in the region outside the 

q = 1 surface. It is possibJ;e that transport inside this 

region is turbulent and hence peaking of the impurlty profile . . 
is avoided.. 

- ,  

. . 
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I 
'TABLE I - Observed Aluminum Transitions 

Ionization State Transition Wavelength (AO) 



.MINOR RADIUS (cm) 

F i y .  1. Radial Distribl~.tjnns bf A l  IX, X and XI measured 
at the time of their peak intensity. The insert shows the 
calculated .radial positions ( R L )  and full width - half maximums. 
(FWHM) for the same states. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
PII[P X XI ALUMINUM IONIZATION STATES 

IIME lmrec AFTER INJCCTION) 

TIME imsec) 

7 5 3 5 5 3  
Fig. 2. Time evolution of the normalized line integral, 

A1 photon signals. (A) experimential; (B) calculated. 



IONIZATION STATES 

753'554 
Fig. 3. Absolute peak brightness of A1 lines. (a) experi- 

me.nt.a 1 ; (b) calculated. 




